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1) UHD Overtime Policy    I. Montalbano –  

Reiteration of policy on hourly employees working overtime – they must be 

compensated if they work. If they are at lunch, in early, staying late – they cannot do 

work in any way. If they get comp time, they must take it within a year. Had an issue 

with this recently where we had to pay an employee a lot of money for time they 

worked they hadn’t been paid for. If employee works over when they don’t have 

permission, it is a disciplinary issue. Exempt comp time also discussed – not 

required to give exempt employees comp time or pay. However, there are various 

practices across the university, and ESO is going to develop standards for 

employees who are needed to work extended overtime within short time period. Also 

led to discussion of new appraisal competencies on university image and community 

engagement – what constitutes working for university, how will this work for hourly 

employees, etc. ESO will start working on rubric, other issues. 

 

2) Full Professor Retreat    E. Hugetz –  

This is happening on Friday and he wants academic deans to attend. Issues may 

include online education, high impact practices, effects on faculty community. 

Hugetz says we have to be in online heavily because of our target market, so we 

have to start being concerned about standards. 

 

3) Academic Affairs Council   E. Hugetz – 

 Distributed agenda with draft policies. Provost most wanted to discuss Curriculum 

Support Committee Policy draft. Recently discussed by University Curriculum 

Committee. 

 

4) Summer Enrollment and May Minimester  T. LeGrande –  



Admission numbers for summer are up about 15%. Main marketing messages – 

graduate on time by going in summer, financial aid is available. Discussion of faculty 

doing grades a little early if possible so students can know if they’ll be able to take 

minimester course. (Minimester all online, FYI.) 

 
5) CAPP Update and Reorganization of the Office of the Registrar T. LeGrande – 

Degree programs, majors and minors, have to be entered into CAPP and tested, 

then finally signed off on. Great progress made, but colleges all have some work to 

be done. Asked deans to be sure staff come to sessions this week to get testing 

done. CAPP go-live date is end of May (5/30). Will also be doing student usability 

testing soon. Registrar’s office – hiring several people, will take over degree 

certification and graduate applications, which is more typical for universities. 

Graduate application process will be transitioned during the summer. Discussion 

included that change to get students to declare majors ASAP in their academic time 

will happen next academic year. Goal is to get University College down to couple 

thousand students, not 6.5K. 

 
6) Freshman and University Seminars Update  C. Birchak –  

We are being allowed to appeal the denial of these seminars. There will be 8 of each, 

and they have to be in 8 component areas of state core curriculum.  Learning outcomes 

have to be those of the component area, not generic learning outcomes for all seminars. 

Skills aspects have to go to the background instead of the foreground. THECB has 

approved an outline Pat Williams sent to them, but now they want to see sample syllabi. 

Next faculty training session will include building syllabus to fit this. “Research and 

refine academic and career goals” – skills instruction would be built into this one 

learning outcome, which would be retained from previous seminar outcomes. Third 

session will be focused on this specific outcome. Library may play more of a part in this. 


